EERIE – DELUSIONS EP LYRICS
01 - Reality bites
Just take a look inside of you
Is this what you want it to be?
And take a look in the mirror
Is this what you deserve to see?
Because days are passing by...
You turn around, you turn around
You’re always staring at the ground
Days always seem to be the same
But you don't know who to blame
Wondering why you care less
About your happiness
So close your eyes, and dive
For a moment, feel alive
Open your mind and fly
Just feel free before you die
Inside again you feel the pain
What can you do to keep you sane
Then you’re looking at the sky
No help for you ‘cause life’s a lie
Because your soul is passing by...
Destiny against your pride
Sorry, you’re K.O., lost the fight
Getting older, getting heartless
No more secrets, your life's a mess
Maybe your fate is already written
But it’s not over ‘til the end
So close your eyes, and dive
For a moment, feel alive
Open your mind and fly
Just feel free before you die

02 - A Way
When I thought that I could find a way
So immature
And when I thought that I could leave today
So insecure
Trapped inside a wooden clock
So old and dusty
Waiting for the time when freedom
Will tick and mean get away
Time goes by and life is still the same
Without understanding
Noon is coming, my mind opening
And fear is happening
When I thought that I could find a way
So immature
And when I thought that I could leave today
So insecure
Looking back to all the memories
Of clumsiness
No pressure and responsibilities
But is it the best ?
Midnight’s near and dreams are gone
Reality is set
No more regrets to what’s been done
But is life a bet ?
When I thought that I could find a way
So immature
And when I thought that I could leave today
So insecure
My head is full of promises and obligations
But do I have what it needs to fulfill them?
I have enough of those expectations
That today brings to this mayhem

03 - THE REMAINS OF A BROKEN PAST
Deep inside my head
Recalling forgotten events
Stuck into those unbearable thoughts
Feeling helpless
And asking for forgiveness
Lost my dignity and trying to get it back
The remains of a broken past
That troubles my mind
Tortured by old memories that are hunting my dreams
Hoping that all that fear is not what it seems
Staring at the wall wondering how I would feel
Without all those painful stills of my life
Caught in despair wondering how I could deal
With this burden crushing my hope for a bright future
The remains of a broken past
That troubles my mind
Tortured by old memories that are hunting my dreams
Hoping that all that fear is not what it seems
Disturbed by this constant stress
Scared of a forgotten shadow
Disturbed by this constant stress
Flashes of a future gallow

04 - Delusions
Paranoia master of thoughts, the line must be drawn here
The closer you get to agony your hope is getting thin
The fear of getting caught is hunting you from within
Losing focus to all you’ve got this burden must disappear
Your fake pleasure is taking over you
When the way to get there is worst than the result
Look at the signs around you that tell you what you got to do
You must take action and try to forget your fault
I need to tell you once again
That you don’t belong there my friend
It’s time to take control of yourself
If you don’t want to end up dead
I need to tell you once again
That I can’t leave you here in pain
Do you want me to hold your hand
Cause I won’t leave you alone behind
Remember you’re not alone
Don’t forget that I am here for you
To help you find your comfort zone
To be as strong as you used to
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